Therapeutic Foods Paradigm Shift

When we bring into account the world's condition in the 21st Century we realize that our toxic environment, increasingly virulent pathogens, world commerce and travel, dietary practices and habits and fast-paced life style are multi-layered factors that jointly create a deadly combination against good health. The cover topic "The Puzzle of Complex Diseases" in Science Magazine, April 2002, describes our population's health condition as a "mounting crisis". Most people know that our bodies function best when the required nutrients are ingested. Good nutrition is foundational to good health. However, the fact of life is that hardly anyone in the Western world (and worldwide) has a consistently clean (organic) and sufficiently balanced nutritious diet. Our bodies over the last fifty years have operated on increasingly empty foods. The Therapeutic Foods Line of products is founded on the paradigm shift principle that the pace of life will become faster and we will not slow down to properly eat 7 to 9 organically produced fruits and vegetables, hormone and antibiotic free meat and dairy, fermented foods and wholesome organic grains, nuts and seeds. But we will take in 21st Century advanced manufacturing and scientifically backed Therapeutic Foods that are designed to nourish and combat the multi-factorial assault on their bodies.

The Therapeutic Foods used in the probiotic formulas function as the carrier for the bacterial organism and work synergistically with the niicrobiotic mix for the specific purpose of protecting the mono-cellular GI tract membrane. The diversity and power of the Therapeutic Foods provides a magnitude of important scientifically researched medical applications.

Therapeutic Foods Probiotic Formula are 100% Pure
BiolImmersion Inc. Manufactures and encapsulates the Therapeutic Foods Probiotic Formulas without any added excipients: fillers, binders and flowing agents (such as magnesium stearate). Each vegetarian capsule or loose powder contains only 100% pure probiotic bacterial blend and the special Therapeutic Foods extracts and whole foods blends.

Therapeutic Foods range of products responds to the reality of today's negligible dietary patterns and answers the required nutritional needs to achieve and preserve good health. Our products are extensively and properly analyzed and documented to ensure consistent delivery of the highest levels of active ingredients.

BiolImmersion Mission is to bridge the gap between the scientific research community and the healthcare practitioner, facilitating dialogue, education and collaboration, bringing forth an extensive and sophisticated portfolio of products and services to enhance the journey towards better health.